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The Origin-Of-Life TheoryThe Origin-Of-Life Theory

““Life is a natural property of complexLife is a natural property of complex
chemical systems, that when the numberchemical systems, that when the number
of different kinds of molecules in aof different kinds of molecules in a
chemical soup passes a certain threshold,chemical soup passes a certain threshold,
a self sustaining network of reactions - ana self sustaining network of reactions - an
autocatalytic metabolism - will suddenlyautocatalytic metabolism - will suddenly
appear.appear.””  Stuart KauffmanStuart Kauffman



Crystallization of ConnectedCrystallization of Connected
Graphs At Phase TransitionGraphs At Phase Transition

An Analogue To TheAn Analogue To The

Origin-Of-Life TheoryOrigin-Of-Life Theory



An Analogue To The Origin-Of-An Analogue To The Origin-Of-
Life TheoryLife Theory

nn Random graphs with different edges to nodesRandom graphs with different edges to nodes
ratiosratios



An Analogue To The Origin-Of-An Analogue To The Origin-Of-
Life TheoryLife Theory

nn Giant component crystallizes when the edgesGiant component crystallizes when the edges
to nodes ratio reaches a to nodes ratio reaches a ““phase transitionphase transition””



From Nodes And EdgesFrom Nodes And Edges
ToTo

Chemicals And ReactionsChemicals And Reactions

The Reaction NetworksThe Reaction Networks



The Reaction NetworksThe Reaction Networks

nn One-substrate, one-One-substrate, one-
product reactionproduct reaction

nn Two-substrate, one-Two-substrate, one-
product reactionproduct reaction

nn Two-substrate, two-Two-substrate, two-
product reactionproduct reaction



The Reaction NetworksThe Reaction Networks

nn SpontaneousSpontaneous
reactionreaction

nn Catalyzed reactionCatalyzed reaction

nn Collective CatalyticCollective Catalytic
ClosureClosure



Life emerges as a naturalLife emerges as a natural
phase transition in complexphase transition in complex
chemical system, and it ischemical system, and it is
vastly more probable thanvastly more probable than
we have supposed.we have supposed.



From Reaction NetworksFrom Reaction Networks
ToTo

 N-K Boolean Networks N-K Boolean Networks



A Boolean net(1)A Boolean net(1)

The wiring diagram in a Boolean network with three binary elements



A Boolean net(2)A Boolean net(2)

                                                                     The Boolean rules



A Boolean net(3)A Boolean net(3)

State transition graph of the successor state for each state



A Boolean net(4)A Boolean net(4)

Effects of mutating the rule of element 2 from OR to AND



Summary of NetworkSummary of Network
Terminology(1)Terminology(1)

nn StateState
nn State spaceState space
nn The range of possible behaviorsThe range of possible behaviors
nn Example: 100 nodes, state space= 2Example: 100 nodes, state space= 2100100

nn TrajectoryTrajectory
nn If start in one state, over time the systemIf start in one state, over time the system

will flow through some sequence ofwill flow through some sequence of
states, this sequence if called astates, this sequence if called a
trajectorytrajectory

nn AttractorAttractor



Summary of NetworkSummary of Network
Terminology(2)Terminology(2)

nn An attractor is a set of states that repeatsAn attractor is a set of states that repeats

itself in a fixed sequenceitself in a fixed sequence

nn   All states lead to or are part of anAll states lead to or are part of an
attractorattractor

nn   Basin of attraction = All states leading toBasin of attraction = All states leading to
a given attractora given attractor



Strange AttractorsStrange Attractors

nn Strange Attractors: Creating Patterns inStrange Attractors: Creating Patterns in
Chaos (by Chaos (by JulienJulien C.  C. SprottSprott))



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networksnetworks

nn Stuart Kaufmann, Stuart Kaufmann, Origins of Order Origins of Order (1993)(1993)
nn Stochastic approach to study of gene regulationStochastic approach to study of gene regulation
networksnetworks
nn Goal: understand relative roles of naturalGoal: understand relative roles of natural

selection and random mutation in theselection and random mutation in the
construction of gene regulation netsconstruction of gene regulation nets

nn Model: the (N,k) networkModel: the (N,k) network
nn   N nodes, each with k inputsN nodes, each with k inputs
nn  Input state are randomly selected Input state are randomly selected
nn   Random Boolean functions assigned to eachRandom Boolean functions assigned to each

nodenode
nn Order is measured by number and size ofOrder is measured by number and size of

attractorsattractors



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networks (K=1)networks (K=1)

nn Each light bulb receives input fromEach light bulb receives input from
only one otheronly one other

nn Quickly fall into very short stateQuickly fall into very short state
cyclescycles

nn State cycle length approaches 1State cycle length approaches 1
nn networks are frozennetworks are frozen
nn Nothing very interesting happensNothing very interesting happens



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networks (K=N)networks (K=N)

nn Each receives an input from allEach receives an input from all
nn The attractor lengths The attractor lengths L = square root of theL = square root of the

number of states (very large)number of states (very large)
nn The number of attractors The number of attractors M = N/e,   e=2.71828M = N/e,   e=2.71828

nn Exp: 200 variables-bulbs:Exp: 200 variables-bulbs:
nn  2 2200200((10106600 )possible states )possible states
nn Attractor length L= 10Attractor length L= 103030

nn Attractor number = 37,000Attractor number = 37,000

nn If the connection degree If the connection degree KK is decreased, this is decreased, this
stochastic type of behavior is still observed, untilstochastic type of behavior is still observed, until
KK ~ 2 ~ 2



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networks (K=N)networks (K=N)

nn The behavior is essentially stochasticThe behavior is essentially stochastic
nn The successive states are random withThe successive states are random with

respect to the preceding onesrespect to the preceding ones
nn The "programs" are very sensitive to minimalThe "programs" are very sensitive to minimal

disturbancesdisturbances
nn a minimal disturbance is a change of an output of aa minimal disturbance is a change of an output of a

particular element during an automaton operationparticular element during an automaton operation

nn  and to mutations changes and to mutations changes
nn  in Boolean element types and in network in Boolean element types and in network

connectionsconnections



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networks (K=2)networks (K=2)

nn Each receives an input from other twoEach receives an input from other two
nn The attractor lengths = The attractor lengths = square root of thesquare root of the

number of number of binary variablesbinary variables (not states) (not states)
nn The number of attractors  and length ofThe number of attractors  and length of

attractors both scale with attractors both scale with sqrt(Nsqrt(N))
nn Exp: 100,000 variables-bulbs:Exp: 100,000 variables-bulbs:

nn  2 2100,0100,000 00 ((101030,00030,000) possible states) possible states
nn Attractor length L= 317Attractor length L= 317
nn Attractor number = 317Attractor number = 317
nn A mere 317 states compared with  the entire state space is :A mere 317 states compared with  the entire state space is :

1/101/1029,99829,998 ! !



KauffmanKauffman’’s NK Booleans NK Boolean
networks (K=2)networks (K=2)

nn The sensitivity to minimal disturbances is smallThe sensitivity to minimal disturbances is small
nn The mutations create typically only slightThe mutations create typically only slight

variations an automaton dynamicsvariations an automaton dynamics
nn Only some rare mutations evoke the radical,Only some rare mutations evoke the radical,

cascading changes in the automata "programscascading changes in the automata "programs““
nn Not chaoticNot chaotic
nn This is This is the behavior at the edge of the behavior at the edge of chaoschaos, at the, at the

borderland between chaos and orderborderland between chaos and order



Can we make a k>2 networkCan we make a k>2 network
orderly?orderly?

nn Yes!Yes!
nn The Origins of Order:Self-OrganizationThe Origins of Order:Self-Organization

and Selection in Evolutionand Selection in Evolution
nn   Bernard Derrida and Gerard Bernard Derrida and Gerard WeisbuchWeisbuch

showed that a variable called P can beshowed that a variable called P can be
tweaked to make a chaotic networktweaked to make a chaotic network
become orderlybecome orderly



P parameterP parameter

P = 8/16 = .50                  P=15/16=.9375                P=15/16=.9375



P parameterP parameter

nn Network with P=0.5 or only slightlyNetwork with P=0.5 or only slightly
greater than 0.5 are chaoticgreater than 0.5 are chaotic

nn networks with P near 1.0 are orderlynetworks with P near 1.0 are orderly



Order for freeOrder for free



SummarySummary

nn Two parameters suffice to govern whether randomTwo parameters suffice to govern whether random
Boolean light bulb networks are ordered or chaoticBoolean light bulb networks are ordered or chaotic
nn SparselySparsely connected networks exhibit internal order connected networks exhibit internal order
nn DenselyDensely connected ones veer into chaos connected ones veer into chaos
nn Networks with a Networks with a singlesingle connection per element freeze into connection per element freeze into

mindlessly dull behaviormindlessly dull behavior

nn But density is not the only factor: if network haveBut density is not the only factor: if network have
dense connections, tuning the dense connections, tuning the P parameterP parameter drives drives
networks from chaotic to ordered regimenetworks from chaotic to ordered regime





The edge of chaosThe edge of chaos

nn Just at the edge of chaos, the most complexJust at the edge of chaos, the most complex
behaviors can occur:behaviors can occur:

Orderly enough to ensure stability, yet full of flexibilityOrderly enough to ensure stability, yet full of flexibility
and surpriseand surprise..

Chaotic Ordered

The edge of chaos



The edge of chaosThe edge of chaos

nn Chaotic system show massiveChaotic system show massive
sensitivity to small perturbationssensitivity to small perturbations

nn Ordered networks lack of sensitivity toOrdered networks lack of sensitivity to
such perturbationssuch perturbations

nn The edge of chaos is able carry outThe edge of chaos is able carry out
ordered yet flexible behaviorsordered yet flexible behaviors



A working hypothesisA working hypothesis

nn Send a signal across a lattice of light bulbsSend a signal across a lattice of light bulbs
nn  chaotic systems are too chaotic to coordinate chaotic systems are too chaotic to coordinate

behavior between distant sitesbehavior between distant sites
nn In ordered system, no signal can propagateIn ordered system, no signal can propagate

across the frozen seaacross the frozen sea
nn At the edge of chaos,the twinkling unfrozenAt the edge of chaos,the twinkling unfrozen

islands are in tendrils of contact,may send signalsislands are in tendrils of contact,may send signals
to distant sites.to distant sites.

Perhaps, such system might be able to coordinatePerhaps, such system might be able to coordinate
the kinds of complex behavior we associate withthe kinds of complex behavior we associate with
lifelife



Order for free?-one testingOrder for free?-one testing

nn Networks play the games with one another,Networks play the games with one another,
trying to match one anothertrying to match one another’’s light bulbs light bulb
patternspatterns

nn Result:Result:
nn The computer simulation selects fitter mutantThe computer simulation selects fitter mutant

variantsvariants
nn The network do adapt and improveThe network do adapt and improve
nn They evolve not to the very edge of chaos, but toThey evolve not to the very edge of chaos, but to

the ordered regime, not too far from the edge ofthe ordered regime, not too far from the edge of
chaos( the best mixture of stability and flexibility)chaos( the best mixture of stability and flexibility)



Self-organizationSelf-organization

nn The power of self-organization is theThe power of self-organization is the
ultimate wellspring of dynamical orderultimate wellspring of dynamical order

nn The system The system ““squeezessqueezes”” itself onto tiny itself onto tiny
attractorsattractors

nn Ultimately it is self-squeezing intoUltimately it is self-squeezing into
infinitesimal volumes of state space thatinfinitesimal volumes of state space that
constitutes the orderconstitutes the order



From Boolean NetworksFrom Boolean Networks
ToTo

Gene-Regulatory NetworksGene-Regulatory Networks



OntogenyOntogeny

nn Two fundamental processes ofTwo fundamental processes of
ontogeny: cell differentiation andontogeny: cell differentiation and
morphogenesismorphogenesis

nn 256 different cell types in human256 different cell types in human



OntogenyOntogeny



OntogenyOntogeny



OntogenyOntogeny

nn ENTODERMENTODERM - nervous system, epidermis, and - nervous system, epidermis, and
sweat glandssweat glands

nn MESODERMMESODERM - reproductive system, kidneys, - reproductive system, kidneys,
muscle, bones, blood, and blood vesselsmuscle, bones, blood, and blood vessels

nn ENDODERMENDODERM - lungs, liver, linings of the digestive - lungs, liver, linings of the digestive
organs, and some endocrine glandsorgans, and some endocrine glands



What is the mechanism that allows someWhat is the mechanism that allows some
genes to be active while others aregenes to be active while others are
suppressed?suppressed?

     How, as the zygote unfolds into the body,     How, as the zygote unfolds into the body,
do the various cell types know which proteinsdo the various cell types know which proteins
to express?to express?



Jacob, Jacob, MonodMonod, and Genetic, and Genetic
CircutsCircuts

The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory System Regulatory System



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem
nn The function of the lactose (The function of the lactose (laclac) ) operonoperon is to is to

produce the enzyme required to metabolizeproduce the enzyme required to metabolize
lactose for energy when the glucose level inlactose for energy when the glucose level in
the cell is lowthe cell is low



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem
nn The function of the lactose (The function of the lactose (laclac) ) operonoperon is to is to

produce the enzyme required to metabolizeproduce the enzyme required to metabolize
lactose for energy when the glucose level inlactose for energy when the glucose level in
the cell is lowthe cell is low



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem

nn Promoter binds CAP and RNA PolymerasePromoter binds CAP and RNA Polymerase
nn Operator binds Lac RepressorOperator binds Lac Repressor

nn The function of the lactose (The function of the lactose (laclac) ) operonoperon is to is to
produce the enzyme required to metabolizeproduce the enzyme required to metabolize
lactose for energy when the glucose level inlactose for energy when the glucose level in
the cell is lowthe cell is low



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulator Regulator
SystemSystem



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem



The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Regulatory Regulatory
SystemSystem



     Since      Since allolactoseallolactose acts at a second site on the acts at a second site on the
repressor rather than at the repressorrepressor rather than at the repressor’’s DNAs DNA
binding site, binding site, allolactoseallolactose might just as well be used might just as well be used
as a signal to control the transcription of a geneas a signal to control the transcription of a gene
encoding an enzyme involved in the synthesis ofencoding an enzyme involved in the synthesis of
Hydrochloric acid.  Jacob and Hydrochloric acid.  Jacob and MonodMonod stressed stressed
that action via second sites meant Utter Freedomthat action via second sites meant Utter Freedom
from the molecular point of view to create from the molecular point of view to create geneticgenetic
circuits of arbitrary logic and complexitycircuits of arbitrary logic and complexity.  And.  And
natural selection is the only  source of order innatural selection is the only  source of order in
organisms.organisms.



Spontaneous Order ofSpontaneous Order of
OntogenyOntogeny

The Genetic CircuitriesThe Genetic Circuitries



The Spontaneous Order ofThe Spontaneous Order of
OntogenyOntogeny

nn Every state in a genetic circuit can beEvery state in a genetic circuit can be
think of as On or Off.think of as On or Off.

nn Genetic regulatory system can beGenetic regulatory system can be
modeled as a Boolean networkmodeled as a Boolean network



The Wiring Table ForThe Wiring Table For
The Lac The Lac OperonOperon Circuit Circuit



Features Of The Genetic CircuitsFeatures Of The Genetic Circuits
Of Bacteria & OrganismsOf Bacteria & Organisms

nn Any gene or other molecular variable isAny gene or other molecular variable is
directly regulated by rather few moleculardirectly regulated by rather few molecular
inputsinputs

nn The Boolean rules describing the activitiesThe Boolean rules describing the activities
of different genes differof different genes differ

nn Known genes are regulated by a specialKnown genes are regulated by a special
subset of Boolean functions - subset of Boolean functions - canalyzingcanalyzing
functions (e.g. OR, NOT IF, AND)functions (e.g. OR, NOT IF, AND)



Non-Non-CanalyzingCanalyzing Functions Functions
at K = 2at K = 2



The ImplicationThe Implication

   The abundance of    The abundance of canalyzingcanalyzing functions functions
appears to be very important to theappears to be very important to the
ordered ordered behaviourbehaviour of genomic regulatory of genomic regulatory
system.system.

   This is because large networks of binary   This is because large networks of binary
elements governed predominantly byelements governed predominantly by
canalyzingcanalyzing functions spontaneously lie in functions spontaneously lie in
the ordered regime.the ordered regime.



What Is A Cell Type?What Is A Cell Type?

Boolean Networks & Genomic NetworksBoolean Networks & Genomic Networks



Cell TypesCell Types

nn Cell types are basins of attraction in theCell types are basins of attraction in the
repertoire of the genomic networksrepertoire of the genomic networks

nn Cell cycles are attractorsCell cycles are attractors

nn At K = 2 and N = 100,000, lengths ofAt K = 2 and N = 100,000, lengths of
state cycle = number of attractors = state cycle = number of attractors = √√NN
= 317= 317



Basins Of AttractionBasins Of Attraction



Striking SimilaritiesStriking Similarities

Length of state cycle =Length of state cycle =
317 317 fifi 317  317 mins mins to 3170to 3170
mins mins fifi 5 hrs to 50 hrs 5 hrs to 50 hrs

Cell cycle = 20 Cell cycle = 20 mins mins toto
50 hrs50 hrs

# of basins of attractions# of basins of attractions
= 317= 317

# of cell types = 256# of cell types = 256

Boolean NetworksBoolean NetworksGenomic NetworksGenomic Networks

K = 2, N = 100,000K = 2, N = 100,000



Striking SimilaritiesStriking Similarities



Striking SimilaritiesStriking Similarities



Further EvidenceFurther Evidence

LightbulbsLightbulbs frozen in either the frozen in either the
active or the inactive state,active or the inactive state,
spanning across the networkspanning across the network

70% of the genes are70% of the genes are
thought to be a commonthought to be a common
core, core, smultaneouslysmultaneously active active
in all cell typesin all cell types

Form any one attractors, it isForm any one attractors, it is
only possible to undergoonly possible to undergo
transitions to only a fewtransitions to only a few
neighboring attractorsneighboring attractors

Zygote divides and sendsZygote divides and sends
daughter cells downdaughter cells down
branching pathways withbranching pathways with
two or three options at eachtwo or three options at each
pointpoint

Boolean NetworksBoolean NetworksGenomic NetworksGenomic Networks



SummarySummary

nn Spontaneous order emerges from system withSpontaneous order emerges from system with
minimal complexityminimal complexity

nn Order is measured by number and size of attractorsOrder is measured by number and size of attractors

nn The regulatory genetic systems at the edge of chaosThe regulatory genetic systems at the edge of chaos
ensure both necessary stability and potential forensure both necessary stability and potential for
progressive evolutionary improvementsprogressive evolutionary improvements

nn Typical cellular gene regulation schemes include onlyTypical cellular gene regulation schemes include only
a small number of inputs from other genes (K ~ 2)a small number of inputs from other genes (K ~ 2)

nn Genomic networks in the order regime manage toGenomic networks in the order regime manage to
predict the scaling relationship of cell types topredict the scaling relationship of cell types to
genomic complexitygenomic complexity



Cellular Automata State TransitionCellular Automata State Transition
Diagram by Stephen WolframDiagram by Stephen Wolfram

nn http://www.stephenwolfram.com/publicationhttp://www.stephenwolfram.com/publication
s/articles/ca/86-caappendix/14/text.htmls/articles/ca/86-caappendix/14/text.html
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Questions?Questions?


